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Minute 00:10:00
Kalipso Chalkidou: Thank you very much. Thank you for the kind introduction and thank you for 

having me. It's a pleasure to be able to speak in this platform and I look forward also to the

discussion that follows. So, I will talk to you about the Cancer Drugs Fund, which was setup and

still exist though in a di�erent form here in England as part of the National Health Service.

So, over the years the National Health Service through the National Institute for Health and Care 

Excellence, its health technology assessment agency, has introduced a series of policies to impro-

ve access to drugs, mostly in response, as of all you will appreciate, to political pressure, to media 

pressure, to public pressure. So, in 2005 we introduced something called the single technology 

appraisal looking basically at a single drug at a time, as opposed to classes of drugs, with a view to 

do things faster. Then in 2008 or 2009 there was something called 'the end of life policy', which 

still holds and e�ectively gives a premium, a financial premium to products that address needs 

towards the end of life and you see the majority of those products are cancer products.

In 2010, and you will see how this came about, the Cancer Drugs Fund was set up.

There's been di�erent more initiatives in blue that I would not talk much about, but I will talk to you 

about also the Cancer Drugs Fund now in its latest incarnation as part of NICE and the impact it’s 

having currently.
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So, let me take you through a journey of the di�erent policies in England's National Health Service 

to improve access to medicines.

Minute 00:12:00
I mentioned the 2009 end of life policy. When NICE was setup back in 1999 its methods were 

underpinned by a very important principle: "a QALY is a QALY is a QALY", so, this quality adjusted 

life year, one year in full health, would have equal value whether you are young or old, whether you 

have cancer or congestive heart failure, whether you live in the north or the south, whether you are 

a man or a woman, the same value. However, NICE departed from this principle approximately 10 

years after it was set up.

So, in 2009 NICE issued guidance to its committees to consider recommending things that seem 

to be not cost e�ective, but extended life towards the end of life to people who are terminally ill 

and whose life could be extended by few months, all to be given priority. And so, NICE started to 

issue guidance at that point to approve things at relatively high prices given the benefit, products 

which targets diseases, severe diseases and help people towards the end of their lives, as long as 

they a�ect small number of patients with incurable illness and you'll appreciate that a small number 

qualification has to do with budget impact considerations. It’s a big issue and I will discuss this a bit 

further down.
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Now, which drugs ended up benefiting from this end of life rule? well, a 100% of cases, cancer 

drugs. That's an interesting revelation, if you like, because at the time the objective was not to 

favour cancer drugs alone, but ultimately the products that qualified were not just the majority,

a 100% of them were cancer drugs.

So, already we see from an early period 2009 onwards a preference towards cancer.

Minute 00:13:31

And this continues because even though the end of life premium applied to cancer drugs and got 

them over the line for NICE to say yes, and the NHS to reimburse, NICE’s committees would still 

find some cancer drugs not to be good value for money or e�ective, even clinically e�ective, and 

as a result, there would always be a backslash in the press.

Minute 00:14:06
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The media would say this is not acceptable: "we don't want the population not to have access to 

absolutely every cancer drug in particular" and that pressure led to cancer becoming a big issue, 

cancer drugs in particular, a big issue in the election campaign almost 10 years ago now around 

2010. So, the pre-election manifesto of the Tory government, the conservative government at the 

time, set out this vision of a Cancer Drugs Fund: "we will create the (NE [00:15:02]) Cancer Drugs 

Fund to enable the patients to access the cancer drugs their doctors think will help them". And 

then when they became government, in coalition with the more left-wing party, they incorporated 

this into their plan for government.

So, this policy got them to some extent some votes I guess and then, when they were in power, 

they established the Cancer Drugs Fund.

Minute 00:14:30
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And here is what you would see if you were driving around the streets of Britain small towns or 

London, around 2009-2010, during the election campaign. The event leader of the conservatives, 

David Cameron, who then became the prime minister, in big billboards with big letters "let’s fund 

new NHS cancer drugs". So, big political promise.

Some might thought that the Cancer Drugs Fund would not work, that perhaps it was about votes, 

perhaps it was about money. Nevertheless, at the time this was a promise and the promise became 

the reality when the conservatives began government.

Minute 00:15:27
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So, cancer had, and still does, a very special place when it comes to health policy in the UK and, in 

particular, cancer drugs, not the other things that had to do with improving cancer; cancer drugs in 

particular.

So, what is the situation about the public? What do people think?

Minute 00:16:08
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Does this view resonate with [others [00:16:31]]? and here is a quote from a major, one of the 

largest charities and the biggest cancer charity in the UK, Cancer Research UK.

So, the Cancer Research UK submitted evidence in 2012 to parliament and acknowledge that 

actually we don't have that much money, resources are finite and, ultimately, it’s important to make 

good decisions. So, at the time Cancer Research UK said: "NICE is doing a good job, we like what 

NICE does, we appreciate the trade-o�s to be made", and this is coming from a charity that is 

pushing for more cancer drugs. Nevertheless, they are sympathetic to the cause of NICE and of the 

National Health Service.

Minute 00:16:26
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What does the public say?

Now this is from a 2010 document an impact assessment that is in the public domain, every single 

policy the government introduces: health, education, whatever, has to have an impact assessment. 

So, what would the impact be on resources? what is the rationale also, in terms of public acceptabi-

lity of the policy or public pressure for the policy? So, is there a basis for introducing a Cancer 

Drugs Fund? and the civil servants wrote this and it was put in the public domain and they found 

that there was no evidence for prioritizing cancer above other severe conditions or for prioritizing 

drugs above any other interventions for cancer, such as surgery, for instance.

So, this is an important piece of evidence. They ran surveys, they did reviews, this was published 

and submitted to ministers before the Cancer Drugs Fund was actually funded and established. So, 

some evidence that actually the public, going beyond parliament, going beyond the press, were 

not that kin specifically for cancer drugs, nevertheless this became a political, hot political issue.

Minute 00:17:17
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So, what do the academics say about cancer? A series of studies were published around that 

period about the Cancer Drugs Fund and this is one published by Bangor University and what they 

found having surveyed 4000 people withstanding Wales, England and Scotland, asking them what 

do they value in terms of health benefits when it comes to cancer? And, is cancer more important 

than other conditions? They found that about 64% were not in favour of prioritizing one over the 

other, they wanted fairness, fair allocation regardless of the disease and, in general, there was no 

support for cancer being a special case versus other conditions.

So, an important piece of evidence that again turned the debate in the years to follow, but at the 

time, the Cancer Drugs Fund was still up and running.

Minute 00:18:30
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So, we've talked a little bit about its origins. Let's look at the evolution of the fund.

So, the fund was announced, it was funded with about 60 million and then more and more money 

was put into the fund. So, 200 million a year, 600 million over 3 years, it ended up escalating to 

about 1.5 billion over a period of 4 years or so, and interestingly the minister who scoped the whole 

thing out as in opposition, as a shadow minister, Andrew Lansley, resigned soon after the drugs 

fund became (defund/defined? [00:20:04]) and took a job with (rushed of all [00:20:07]) companies 

who has a very important drugs portfolio.

So, it's an interesting story to tell, I guess, how of course you all know how political these decisions 

are and that was the development of at least in the way the minister moved on career wise.

Minute 00:19:24
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In the meantime, the British Medical Journal in 2016 announces the fact that NICE will take over the 

Cancer Drugs Fund. After that point, NICE had no say, the Cancer Drugs Fund was independent 

and was set up to fund things e�ectively that NICE had said not to. So, if something the Cancer 

Drugs Fund will go to NICE, NICE would reject it, despite the end of life rule, the cancer fund will 

pick it up and fund it, and hence the inflationary characteristics of the fund.

Minute 00:20:26
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So, the Cancer Drugs Fund was a temporary solution. So, the vision of the government at the time 

was not to create a catastrophic fund and then keep it as such forever. The idea was: we will start 

with cancer because the public tell as that cancer matters; we've seen that this may not have been 

the case, nevertheless this was the idea. So, Cancer is important, we'll pick cancer as our pilot 

project, but ultimately what we are going to do is we are going to move NICE to more of a value 

assessment and looking at societal benefits, looking a productivity benefits and, e�ectively, ending 

up saying yes to all medicines. That was the ideal situation for our minister, which of course was 

too good to be true because whether NICE say yes to everything, there wouldn’t be enough 

money to fund everything. So, it was not really a realistic plan for NICE to change the way to assess 

things in order to make them all a�ordable and therefore make all the pressure and the bad press 

disappear.

In the context of this e�ort and why is the Cancer Drugs Fund was running in parallel with NICE, the 

department of health asked NICE to consult of this new value-based approach, the pricing of medi-

cines was rather complex, we can talk about it if you wish, but ultimately the idea would be that 

NICE looks at the broader benefits of drugs to society. An idea that many people have brought 

forward, why are we only looking at e�ciency? let's look at productivity, let's look at values that 

Minute 00:20:56
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people appreciate, let's look at whole, let's look at all these things that matter to people and then 

let's pay premiums for all of these things; but, of course, the problem was there was not enough 

money in the system. And not only that, after the consultation NICE ran, it seems that not even the 

pharmaceutical industry agreed on the methodology for appraising drugs that would go beyond 

health benefits and as a result NICE's board said: "no changes to the appraisal methodology in the 

short term". 

So, the government was in a bit of a pickle, it had pushed NICE to revise its methods to be more 

agreeable, more positive. It was running the Cancer Drugs Fund, but the Cancer Drugs Fund was 

swallowing more and more money, more and more money, and in the meantime NICE process had 

not changed; and so, this pilot, became a permanent condition. It was just very problematic.
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As all of this was happening, some independent government institutions worried about the inflatio-

nary pressures started to look into the Cancer Drugs Fund.

So, we had a body called the National Audit O�ce, it is independent, it is funded by government, 

but it picks the topics it looks at, in health, education, defence... and it issues reports about due 

process, about e�ciency, about good public principles of spending and it decided to look into the 

Cancer Drugs Fund. So, it concluded that all parties agreed that it was not sustainable, though it 

improved access to cancer drugs that the NHS would not pay for, because NICE said not to it.

Did it improved outcomes? Well, we couldn't tell, the National Audit O�ce found because we’re not 

collecting the data. And the what about prices? and what about total spending? Well, the total cost 

of the fund in 5 years between 2010-2015 was about 1 billion pounds, about the allocated budget 

of 600 million for 3 years. In the early years it was under spent, but gradually was spending more 

and more and more, and there was an increase of 138%.

The government started to worry, you could see that initially it said it would be 50 million a year 

and only temporary, then it was 200 million a year, then it became 300 million a year, and they 

were observing an increase of about 138% year on year. An increase, not because more people 

were being treated, but because the companies that could see that could get access to the fund 

Minute 00:23:19
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The parliament also took a look at it. There's a cross party, a committee that looks at health with 

membership from all parties and they, in February 2016, decided to investigate the Cancer Drugs 

Fund. So, in their enquiry they concluded that there’s no insurance from the department of health 

and NHS England were using their buying power to pay a good price for cancer drugs, including 

through the fund, and they found unacceptable that there was no data as the National Audit O�ce 

noted, just assessed impact on the fund outcome.

So, 5 years after it was set up, a billion pounds later, we still did not know whether this people that 

were getting the drugs that the fund paid for were actually doing better that those who did not and 

this was flagged as a big weakness.

Minute 00:25:16

without the NICE obstacle, if you'd like, were increasing the prices. So, more than 50% of the raised 

spending, was not because more people were getting access, was because the companies were 

charging more and more and more per pill or per injection, because they could see there was a pot 

of money they could access without much scrutiny.
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And the press was an interesting and important partner of this. Sometimes in similar newspapers 

who were pushing for more access to cancer drugs, were now sceptical about the Cancer

Drugs Fund.

The financial times concluding that the Cancer Drugs Fund was about a populist gesture, giving

the impression that it benefits patients but really rewards poor quality drugs and benefits a small 

number of pharmaceutical companies at the expense of the taxpayer.

And the daily Telegraph, fairly right winged newspaper, who concludes after interviewing Jeremy 

Hunt at the time the health minister who replaced the gentleman who joined the pharmaceutical 

industry, that this mechanism for diverting taxpayer’s money to enhance too little or no purpose

the profits of big pharma, might be more aptly named "the drug company fund". And this is a

newspaper that is generally supportive of the policies of the government. So, a significant push 

back, a significant pushback.

Minute 00:26:07
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And then, at this point the NHS England Agency in 2017 takes control of the Cancer Drugs Fund.

It issues a policy which is in the public domain and it’s e�ectively setting an expenditure control 

around the fund and makes it a managed entry scheme subjected to data submission and caps the 

spending, so there's no inflationary pressure, there’s no runaway costs.

Minute 00:27:15
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Perhaps you can't see this, but e�ectively it's in the policy and I’m happy to o�er the link to down-

load and read the policy if you'd like, is quite complex, but ultimately the plan was, and still is, and it 

seems to be working, that the Cancer Drugs Fund now under the NICE umbrella becomes a 

capped, finite budget managed entry scheme and the whole process is fairly bureaucratic, is not 

particularly fast. It becomes unappealing to companies and you can see on the right-hand side, that 

the size of the pie is set and companies have to compete with one another. 

And, if they go above the set budget, then they need to pay a rebate, they need to pay the NHS 

back if they sell more of the drugs that may be in the fund than they said they would. And this is 

only temporary, NICE ends up re-evaluating them within a year or two and then usually they drop 

o� the fund. So, it’s really not worth the while, to go through the rationale, to go through this 

process.

Minute 00:27:44
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So, NICE still claims true to itself that the Cancer Drugs Fund o�ers access to cancer drugs to 

patients. It seems to be opening up to more cancer drugs, you can see the press releases are 

basically Cancer Drugs Fund under NICE’s leadership leads to some compromise and more cancer 

drugs coming through perhaps in a more a�ordable way.

Minute 00:28:49
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And you can see here, in the NICE cancer appraisals at the bottom in pink the things that NICE said 

no to, and you see that when it comes to cancer on the right the pink is bigger, so more cancer 

drugs get rejected than non-cancer drugs on the left; but only now the CDF budget balance is 

under control, so it’s not in deficit and it’s a set budget, there’s no more: "we’ll give you a budget 

but you can overspend", no more red bars, because the government has capped the total amount.

Minute 00:29:17
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All that said, things are still not perfect. A group of academics, and you can see their names on the 

left side, signed a BMJ called to reform the Cancer Drugs Fund even further, to collect real world 

observational data that are unbiased as oppose to prospective cohorts information which undermi-

nes randomized trials to link it to national cancer registers; and then also they’re calling for more 

caution, because ultimately some of this products once introduced even through temporarily and 

capped funds, they still find their way into the market, they become entrenched and it’s di�cult to 

get rid of them even when they’ve shown no value.

Minute 00:29:52
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So, did the Cancer Drugs Fund deliver value for the English society?

This is the definitive evaluation I will say, published in April 2017 by a group of really good collea-

gues from King's College and elsewhere. So, they found that only 38% of drugs reported statistica-

lly, not clinically, significant overall survival benefit and we're looking at a median of 3 months, 

we're talking about billion times over, over the period of the fund. When assessed against the 

ASCO and ESMO criteria only a fraction of them met the criteria, the American more (linear 

[00:31:16]) framework than the European. A few drugs really represented the bulk of applications 

bevacizumab for various indications, cetuximab, everolimus and lapatinib. So, a lot of these ended 

up being delisted by NICE, when NICE takes over takes a good look into the base line and delists 

these drugs, not because they were not cost e�ective but because they were not clinically e�ecti-

ve, so, these drugs were paid for, and they shouldn’t have been, not because they were not cost 

e�ective but because there was no evidence that they were actually clinically e�ective. That's 

really important, they might have been save but they were not better than much cheaper alternati-

ves, so we did not have evidence that they actually work. A total of fund 1.3 billion roughly spent on 

the fund and, of course, no usable data collected on exactly what the impact has been on patients. 

[00:32:15] And they concluded the Cancer Drugs Fund has not delivered meaningful value to 

Minute 00:30:38
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patients, there's no empirical evidence to support a drug only ring fenced cancer fund relatively to 

investment in other cancer domains as we all know: having surgery, having radio therapy, having 

non-cancer medicines, all improve survival including on cancer patients. And they recommended 

reimbursement decisions for all drugs and interventions within cancer, all to be made through 

appropriate health technology assessment processes. This is their recommendation.

Now I want to take you back, before I close, to NICE and I want to draw your attention to how

NICE has been evolving as an HTA Agency under political pressures, a lot of the methodological

changes at NICE.

NICE now has the appraisals program that we all know perhaps, but it also has a separate program 

to evaluate diagnostics, a separate program to evaluate devices and other one to look at highly 

specialized technologies or fund drugs, and a separate one to look at clinical guidelines. And each 

one of those may have di�erent thresholds, di�erent methodologies and, in general, things are 

becoming increasingly complex in an attempt to use, in my view, some methodological perhaps and 

process fixes to accommodate this pressures that keep compiling on NICE to say yes more often.

Minute 00:32:52
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And hepatitis C is one such example. NICE was up for the price, including a preferential discount, 

but ultimately, even though NICE said yes to the product, NHS England came forward and said

"we cannot a�ord that, we do not have enough money to pay such a big amount up front, so

we'll have to delay".

Minute 00:33:45
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And so, that's what the feature in the BMJ referred to "a pill too hard to swallow", basically the NHS 

has to limit access to high priced drugs, even if they're seemingly cost-e�ective simply because 

there's not enough money.

Minute 00:34:06
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At the same time, there's pressure from the other side for instance the University of York has done 

some works to show that actually NICE's overly generous, says yes too often and that’s spending 

on overpriced drugs, not just trough the fund which was initially outside of NICE but in general, 

through a fairly generous NICE, with a fairly high threshold, was diverting the resources away from 

other kinds of health care.

So, a complex environment, for which the cancer drug is only an element and now is under NICE, 

but NICE is under pressure to say yes more often and it's finding its way through this current

environment.

Minute 00:34:23
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And what I find really interesting is that, though NICE was set up to be independent of the NHS of 

the budget holder, not to hold the budget itself, but rather to make recommendations of the servi-

ces held to respond to NHS England now at the time of almost recession in the economy, many 

more stronger pressures on budgets and now things have changed and it's a single stake in control 

of the final decision has set something it calls a budget impact threshold of 20 million.

So, any product that NICE says yes to, but whose budget is greater than 20 million a year, could be 

faced, in other words, it's updated could be delated. So, NHS England is legitimately saying to NICE 

"well you tell us that this thing is cost-e�ective, but, you know, we can't really a�ord it, so we're 

going to have to delay implementations”.

So, this is a really di�cult situation for a country or a system which always has prided itself for using 

estimates of value to inform purchasing decisions and, to some extent, this is because the value as 

assessed by NICE was actually perhaps too great for the return.

Minute 00:35:01
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In addition to the budget impact ceiling that the government has introduced, the department of 

health this time, was a new pricing or reimbursement scheme, pharmaceutical pricing/reimburse-

ment scheme which now caps the growth of the budget for drugs. So let's set NICE aside, set the 

NHS budget impact threshold of 20 million aside, there is a rule now that companies who sell to the 

NHS, (as follow through [00:36:44]) but most of them have agreed to it, will have to reimburse the 

NHS if they end up selling more drugs and making more money e�ectively than what they'd agreed 

to do with the government.

So, for 2018 for instance, if they go above a certain growth rate and you can see here what the 

allowed growth rate is, and the expend then they could be asked to pay up to 7.8% of their procee-

dings back to the NHS. And the money the NHS gets back is not insignificant if you see 2018 Q1, 

Q2, Q3, Q4 you'll see how much money the NHS spent on drugs through the PPRS, this is mostly 

drugs for hospitals and on patented drugs, and you see on the right hand side, the payments, the 

rebates basically that the companies are paying back and there's a formula that looks at the share 

of each product in terms of the total budget and then this helps calculate the rebate by the industry.

Minute 00:36:12
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So, I think is really important to acknowledge that despite NICE's adventure with the Cancer Drugs 

Fund or the NHS adventure with the Cancer Drugs Fund, ultimately this exceptionalism when it 

comes to cancer is probably here to stay. So, this is from a review of the EMA between 2014 and 

2016, and you can see that most of the studies that form the basis for EMA approval over this three 

years, this is our European FDA, more than half of this had carried bias. So, there was a risk of bias 

based in the design, their analysis, their conduct and yet the regulators approved the products and 

then payers, most of the time, ended up having to pay for them. So, an exceptionalism when it 

comes to cancer's running all the way through from regulation to reimbursement.

Minute 00:37:50
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You can see here the types of bias in terms of outcomes for instance, measuring outcomes and the 

overall risk of bias in red and orange on the right. That's a very good study worth finding.

Minute 00:38:44
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So, I'm about to close. This is what I think is a really interesting conclusion on the Cancer Drugs 

Fund in particular, it's interesting because it comes from a pharmaceutical industry publication, this 

is not academia, this is not the journalists, this is not civil servants or parliament, this is pharma file. It 

concludes that the real change to help get this drugs in the market in the UK will not come from 

solo funds but from this drugs costing less in the first place: "both the government and pharma play 

on the fear surrounding cancer for their own ends, but pricing a cancer drug artificially high simply 

because it treats a feared disease is not fair to the NHS or more pertinently to patients". So, this is a 

call by pharma e�ectively people to their colleagues not to become too arrogant in producing, 

manufacturing, pushing, promoting and overpricing cancer drugs.

Minute 00:38:55
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Now, I wanted to, if I may, make some suggestions based on our experience as to catastrophic 

funds which may be specific to cancer or indeed other diseases, rare diseases or however one 

might decide those... 

I will say that's important that the government signals that it cares about disease priorities, is not 

necessary to say "every disease is the same, everybody is the same", that's not necessarily politica-

lly practicable or indeed fair, but, ultimately, if we want to say we care about cancer more, we need 

to think about national plans, a national cancer plan which the UK at least has and can finance 

better, and take a holistic perspective looking at things like health packages, for instance, preven-

tion, screening, early detection, which makes most of the di�erence; but also radio therapy, surgery, 

palliative care which are also very important at least without surgery or radio therapy cancer drugs 

alone will not deliver outcomes.

Second point, use the evidence of what these new drugs add, what is the evidence about what they 

add, you'll see that at the regulatory stage more than half of the drugs, cancer drugs approved for 

cancer indications between 2014 and 2016, have very weak evidence of clinical benefits. So, forget 

about the economics even, but let's look at the clinical evidence. 

Set up consultative processes include industry, include patients but also tax payers and other stake-

Minute 00:39:54
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holders and explain the trade-o�s. So, if we pay for this product this what we're going to be 

forgoing, we can’t pay for x, y, z. 

I'm not a fan of the vertical funds I think it sends the wrong signal to the industry and we've seen 

this with the cancer drugs fund; things become more and more expensive because people know 

there's a bucket of money that will probably go and they can go through instead of the normal 

process, and this has an inflation pressure. And by ill marketed funds you're undermining your own 

governments, your own payers, purchasing power, negotiating power, undermines the principal 

pulling and the ability of government to negotiate better prices and, ultimately, this creates ine�-

ciencies across the health care portfolio because inevitably, there would be other things that would 

be much better value than paying for the latest cancer drugs. 
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So I'll finish by just putting here a quote from a newspaper in Senegal: "all countries that talk about 

these issues in our countries are relatively wealthier, but very poor countries also su�er from very 

singular problems". This is Senegal, a fairly poor country which recently announced that it will 

spend or allocate by around 6 billion dollars, government money specifically for chemotherapy and 

starting with breast and survival cancers, and not early, not screening, not prevention, not holistic 

management but the drugs alone. And this matters because Senegal's Gross Domestic Product 

(GDP), I mean obviously this will be spread over a longer period, they have 1.6 billion, but look at 

that this is about 10% of its GDP, assigned to chemotherapy alone for two types of cancer over a 

period of years. So poor countries make big decisions with significant opportunity cost, significant 

trade-o�s. 

Thank you very much for listening and I look forward to the discussion.

Minute 00:42:10
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Minute 00:44:15
Question:
¿Can you explain how the NHS arrive at the budget capped and the max growth 
rate for drug sales? *From Catalina Gutierrez.

Kalipso Chalkidou:

So, this was a negotiation basically so they looked at historical data, they looked at how the 

growth rate was going up and at some point, I think around 2013 or 2014, an agreement was 

reach that companies will just not grow at their sales on aggregate for a period of two or three 

years. So, there was a freeze and this was a negotiated solution because the NHS had much less 

growth money than it had before, in 2002 and 2009, 2010, we had a year on year significantly 

increasing spending, over that period over about 50% real terms increase, with a significant 

injection of cash, afterwards 2009-2010 this start levelling o� at some point it had negative 

growth, now the growth is marginal. And so, during that period, the government sat down with 

the pharmaceutical industry and said: "ok, we can't a�ord to pay you anymore, here's the size of 

the pie, let's agree together that we will freeze growth for the next couple of years and beyond 

that we'll help a manage growth".

So this was [force trading [00:45:45]], people sat down and agreed on rates, and I think The 

Association of the British Pharmaceutical Industry were quite happy ultimately with the deal that 

came out, at least there's public saying they were. And part of that pressure budgets was what 

justified also the re-bumping, the changes in the Cancer Drugs Fund because some companies 

could see that the size of the pie was set and one or two companies were taking a large piece of 

that pie through the Cancer Drugs Fund so they brought that back, saying "well, you know we're 

happy for you government to dismantle e�ectively the Cancer Drugs Fund but on the other hand, 

you know, let's negotiate about the total size of the pie and how can we share it between us 

more equitably". So that was more or less the basis, there's not scientific, you know, there's no 

formula to explain why that particular percentage’s going and it's still subject to negotiations part 

of the PPRS.
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Question:
¿Do you believe that an antitrust policy on the managing of the cancer drugs fund is 
necessary or could be helpful to prevent a perhaps unethical behaviour of companies 
who manufacture new cancer drugs pricing? *Student from Colombia.

Kalipso Chalkidou:

So, policies against monopolies... Well, listen I think one could wish for a situation where you have 

companies basically pricing reasonably, but it's very hard to do in the current situation because 

companies have patents rights and the rational for that is they raised private capital or they acqui-

red other companies but there's still money involved and they want to recuperate that investment 

made and make lots of more money on top of that, and they are (in the health [00:47:53]) industry.

So, what I think is really important is that governments can manage that relationship and can exert 

their purchasing power. So, first of all, governments need to be payers, need to be in a position to 

say: "well your drug doesn't work", you know, if more of half the cancer indications that get through 

the EMA, the European Medicines Agency, have actually no clinical benefits data, I would argue 

that in the first instance government should be brave enough to discuss this with the public and 

say: "well, these drugs don't seem to be working, at least not better than the stu� we had", so, you 

could give them drugs for free but they won’t want that to happen, that's not something you want 

to have, because even at zero cost this drugs are really toxic and even if the price is zero, that's 

still a non-eligible cost.

The next step will be to say: "ok, now for the things that we think do work let's negotiate, so if we 

can guarantee you some volumes you need to drop your prices to x, y, z". Then these issues of 

patterns protection and it's the pattern regime fair? is it too long, too deep, too wide? and I think is 

the thing with the patents and needs reforming and that's also an important step. But, what I don't 

think is that these drugs are wonderful, everybody should have them for free because this way, I 

think, we fall into the trap of the PR machine of big pharma that says: "we produce these things that 

are great and everybody should have them". Ultimately, I think evidence matters and governments 

need to be able to work with academics, work with the universities to show what the impacts of 

these products are, some are very good some are not, those are good deserved premium but 

need to be reasonable and a�ordable, and be di�erent if the country is poor, if it can't pay what 

they're asked to pay as much as richer countries are paying. So, that's my perspective, I believe, 

before we get to the stage where everything is free for everybody and monopolies are all lifted. 
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Question:
¿In your opinion, what's going to happen in the future with the Cancer Drugs Fund? 
¿Do you think it will eventually disappear? *Pamela.

Kalipso Chalkidou:

I do, yes. I think ultimately it will disappear. I think government has now complete control over the 

total size of the pie so it can slowly shrink that pie. I think it has conversations with the industry as 

a whole and is becoming a paradigm of the pharmaceutical industry, you know, there is not 

shared some companies interest in cancer, obviously some companies have more predominant 

cancer portfolio but industry as a whole doesn't so, this idea that only cancer benefits from a ring 

fenced budget does not appeal the industry as a whole either. And I think also in terms of gene-

ral public there's now a lot more information in the public domain, the media, more (switch on 

[00:51:03]), so I don't think it will survive, I think it will shrink and then gradually it will disappear 

and the money will be pulled again alongside the other drugs, patented drugs.

Question:
¿As I understood it, this fund was only for purposes of drugs, do you know of any 
initiatives or funds for the research and development of new drugs?

Kalipso Chalkidou:

Funds for research and development? So, well, there's certainly government year marked funds 

to do that indeed, if that's the question. I'm not aware of government year marked funds to do 

specifically in cancer, though obviously big charities like Cancer Research UK invest a lot of 

money in cancer research but from public money, there're certainly year marks for health-related 

R&D and this is going up, so, I'm not aware of the fund guide arrangement.
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Question:
I'm from Argentina and in here we have a highly segmented and fragmented health 
system with very di�erent financing capacities, even within the same subsector, and 
many times here, the possibility of funding a high cost fund or a catastrophic disease 
fund was discussed. One of the things or the problems we discussed here was that 
here was the availability of finances to decrease the demands for these technologies 
and also increase the inflation or the prices of these technologies generating an 
exponential growth of the funds needs and the expenditure; but on the other side 
here it says that as we have these di�erences in the financing capacities of public 
spending or the financers, could benefit with these kind of funds, but we've never 
found the way or the institutional form to go in this direction. From your experience, 
do you believe that this is a good idea in the country like Argentina with these cha-
racteristics in the health system? or the interventions or the institutional form that we 
need to meet to avoid the problems that you mentioned in your presentation, are 
very di�cult to achieve [NE [00:54:06]] with a fund like this?

Kalipso Chalkidou:

You know, I'm completely against these funds, I don't think they help with e�ciency, I don't think 

they help with health outcomes and access ultimately of the whole, I don't think they help dyna-

mically with the type of signal that you send to industry because they will for sure redirect their 

e�orts in terms of R&D or launches to products that you seem to be favouring, so, other patients 

will miss out, the system will become more ine�cient, more inequitable... And ultimately, I think 

even politically, once the budget is grown too much perhaps, and you can't control it, it becomes 

politically unviable as well. So we've seen in the UK for instance now no party will come out and 

say in this current election: "we will set up a fund", they are saying "we are going to fund the 

NHS, we are going to put more money into the NHS", all of them are, but nobody is, you know, 

picking up cancer because is been a very bad experience with the way this fund operated.

So, I can't think of a situation where a country that's poorer or with a weaker system were this 

type of vertical fund could work, If anything we see is that even in very poor countries, where the 

(NE [00:55:30]) the global fund for instance, comes in and fund TB, malaria, HIV but even there 

there’re huge distortions in the way that this systems operate, precisely because you have a pot 

of money you have to spend in TB where even if there aren't many TB drugs to spend it on, you 

will spend it on that and then others go without and, ultimately, you create these distortions. And 

that's very di�cult to undo, once you've done them, it's hard to undo them and you can't really 
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envision a UHC agenda with lots of vertical funds, that's not the way to do it. So, it's a di�cult 

path to take and it gets narrower, narrower, narrower and then ultimately you crash, I don't see 

how they will be beneficial to anybody, at least that's what the experience from here in the UK 

suggests and I haven't seen any others experiences that suggest that actually they're a good 

idea. But, obviously it depends, it could be in a certain setting.

Question:
Do you think that funds that cover multiple very costly diseases make any sense in 
the end? Can you share with us good experiences from other countries in funding 
these diseases?

Kalipso Chalkidou:

I think that's a di�cult one, and I mean, the Cancer Drugs Fund was expensive because ultimate-

ly it end up a�ecting very many people and the unit prices went up in parallel, one can envision a 

situation with very expensive drug or very acute people and governments usually give in and 

provided that, and this is a strong argument there if you have a truly often disease, you know, 

how can you not cover that? on the ground that of course this things are very rarely going to be 

cost e�ective, so what do you do in those cases? 

In the National Health Service because sometimes these conditions also appear in clusters 

because they're genetically driven and it's not fair on regional budget holders to have to pay for 

these (on their own [00:57:37]) budgets, so what happens is the National Health Service, has 

some [NE [00:57:41]] scheme so money’s taken out from every region and there's a pot of money 

that funds these type of products, and this part sits through the NHS England and NICE does 

evaluate these products and the highly specialized technology, using a much higher thresholds 

than normal but there's still some pressure on the evidence. 

So, what I would advise is that you can't say outright no to these products, but be careful about 

the indication and indication [NE [00:58:12]] and we've seen this in the NHS where companies will 

launch on one indication and then will expand. So, there isn't a way to take away their often 

characterisation wants to expand to enough indications to cover more of the population. 

And secondly, do build a process of revaluating the evidence around those products because 

most of the time, what we use to see at NICE at least, is that those products fail not because they 

were cost ine�ective, most of the times they would be, but because the clinical e�ects were not 

proven. So, this is a product that will come in the market with a very small number of patients 
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obviously, very di�cult to do the trial, etcetera, and ask a very significant price with no particular 

settings in terms of results. So, these products could be covered in the conducer research at first, 

but the price needs to be subject to some evidence that they work and once companies start 

generating this evidence, then fine, but, once they'd start expanding the indications, then they 

could be losing their orphan designation and otherwise you'll see this type of escalation.

So, it has to be a nuanced approach but to look at the clinical evidence, because a lot of the time 

that's not there.

Question:
What is your opinion on public drug distribution companies that focus mainly on the 
distribution of biosimilars like Mexico's recent proposal? Are they more cost e�ective 
than purchasing patented drugs from pharmaceutical companies? Does it reduce the 
room for price manipulation and corruption? Do you believe it's feasible for most 
Latin American countries to produce these drugs in such a large scale and meet the 
populations needs? *Rodrigo Bogalar.

Kalipso Chalkidou:

Well, I think is a doubtful. I mean I know that the government of China is putting a lot of money, is 

not a cheap endeavour, I think governments can do it, but, then you need to be serious about it. 

The manufacturing costs are also significant, so, you have the R&D cost and the you have the 

manufacturing costs themselves, and they're not insignificant, like in most sort of simple molecu-

les, and this manufacturing cost will also drive prices up but probably and hopefully not to the 

levels of that of patented drugs do.

I think that could be a solution if the significant investment continues investing to build a 

knowhow, to build a cohort of scientists, to build the infrastructure and continue to invest in it. But 

ultimately, I think it's also a trade-o�, I mean if you can import these things more cheaply say from 

India or from somewhere else and negotiate low enough prices, then that's fine. 

So, if you can get competition to work as it does for simple molecules and generics market in 

some cases then that might be a better bet than building up your own... and, of course not every 

country can do that. China can do it, Mexico can do it but some smaller countries will not be able 

to do this themselves, so domestic production is not a solution for everybody. 

For those who can do and can invest in it, and, aspire to exporting as well, because that's what 

China wants to do, then I think it's something that could be considered, but it's a big... it needs a 
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serious investment. For those that don't, I think encouraging biosimilar completion, changing the 

legislation around regulations to encourage biosimilars to come in the country to launch and 

looking at the quality elements of course. but encouraging them to come in. The EMA has done 

this in Europe, the FDA has been much more reluctant so see many more biosimilars in Europe 

even though we might not be producing them ourselves, driving prices down, whereas in the US 

they don't see that yet. So, these regulatory obstacles, these commercial obstacles, these issues 

around competition, and ultimately the domestic manufacturing is a possibility including expor-

ting to make it worldwide, then I think that is something worth to look at.
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